Since earlier approaches to compactness in fuzzy spaces have serious limitations, we propose a new definition of fuzzy space compactness. In doing so, we observe that it is possible to have degrees of compactness, which we call acompactness (a a member of a designated lattice). We obtain a Tychonoff Theorem for an arbitrary product of or-compact fuzzy spaces and a l-point compactification.
Lowen is able to obtain a Tychonoff theorem for an arbitrary product, he has lost the concept that fuzzy topology generalizes topology. More specifically, the usual definition of a fuzzy topology includes ordinary topologies, but Lowen's definition of a fuzzy topology excludes ordinary topologies from being fuzzy topologies.
Since each of the above approaches to compactness has serious limitations, a new concept is needed. We propose a new definition for a fuzzy space to be compact. In doing so, we observe that it is possible to have degrees of compactness, which we call ar-compactness (a a certain type of member of a designated lattice). We obtain a Tychonoff Theorem for an arbitrary product of a-compact fuzzy spaces and a l-point compactification. We prove that the fuzzy unit interval, introduced in [3] , is or-compact.
PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
Throughout this paper, the symbol L will denote a completely distributive lattice, with a smallest element 0 and a largest element 1 (0 # I), that is equipped with an order reversing involution a + a' (a EL). We will let I denote the closed unit interval [0, I] of the real line; in its natural order, I is a completely distributive lattice with order reversing involution defined by a' = 1 -a (a EI). In Section 3 we will need the following subsets of L. Lc = {a EL: a is comparable to each ,d EL), La={or~LC:if/3>aandy>cr,then/3~y>or).
Note that when L = I, or L is a chain, then La = L.
Given such a lattice L, and a nonempty set X, the L-fuzzy sets of X are just the elements of Lx, i.e., the functions from X into L. The crisp subsets of X are just the (0, I}-valued functions on X, i.e., the characteristic functions of the subsets of X. (We will identify a subset of X with the associated crisp subset of X). If a EL, then a is the constant function from X into L whose value is a. When L = I, we recover the notion of fuzzy sets of X due to Zadeh [9] ; the more general notion of L-fuzzy sets of X is due to Goguen [2] .
By an L-fuzzy topology on a set X we mean a subset f C Lx such that
(1) 0, 1 ET', (2) U, VET+ UA VEY, and (3) YCLT * VYE9-.
Here, U A V and VP' are defined by (U A V) (x) = inf(U(x), V(x)>, VLqx) = sup{S(x): s E Y}, for x E X, and U v V and A9' are similarly defined. A base for an L-fuzzy topology f on a set X is a collection 93 C y such that, for each U E r there exists gU C g with U = v9u; and a subbase for r is a collection 9' C r such that {Sl A ... A S,: n E N and S, ,..., S,, E 9} u (1) is a base for r. Any collection 9' C Lx is a subbase for a unique L-fuzzy topology T(Y) on X; we say that T(Y) is generated by 9.
By an L-fuzzy space we mean a pair (X, f), where X is a set and 9-is an L-fuzzy topology on X, when L = I we refer to (X, 9) simply as a fuzzy space. The elements of y are called the open L-fuzzy sets of X, and their complements U', where U'(x) = U(x)', are called the closed L-fuzzy sets of X. If A is a subset of X, and if r is an L-fuzzy topology on X, then the set of restrictions rA = {U j A: L' E r> is an L-fuzzy topology on A, and we say that (A, &), is a (crisp) subspace of (X, r).
If (X, r) and (Y, 0) are two L-fuzzy spaces, then a map f : X ---f Y is F-continuous if f-'( IT) E r for 2' E G, where f-'(V) (x) -= V(f(x)), for all x E X. Let (X, r) be an L-fuzzy space, and let 01 EL. A collection % C 9' will be called an a-shading (resp. a*-shading) of X if, for each x E X, there exists a U E @ with U(x) > 01 (resp. U(x) > a). A subcollection ??'-of an a-shading (resp. a*-shading) % of X that is also an a-shading (resp. or*-shading) is called an oi-subshading (resp. cY*-subshading) of %!. (X, S) will be called a-compact (resp. ol*-compact) if each a-shading (resp. x*-shading) of X has a finite a-subshading (resp. a*-subshading).
It is obvious from these definitions that any finite L-fuzzy space is ol-compact and or*-compact for any OL EL. Also every L-fuzzy space is l-compact and 0*-compact. According to Chang's definition of compactness [l] , a fuzzy space with one point can fail to be compact (see [7] ).
2.2. EXAMPLES. Let X be any infinite set, let L = 1, and let 01 E I satisfy 0 < N < 1. For each p E X, define Uvu, V,= E Ix by the formulas Let you denote the fuzzy topology on X generated by { lJ,% p E X} and Iet Flora denote the fuzzy topology on X generated by { Vsa: p E X}. Then (X, Toa) is ,&compact if and only if OL < /3 < 1, and (X, rsa) is /3*-compact if and only if ~=Oor~<~~l;(X,~~~)is~-compactifandonlyif~=lorO~~<or, and (X, rra) is /I*-compact if and only if 0 < /3 < 01. In particular (X, you) is a-compact, but is not a*-compact, and (X, Yr=) is or*-compact, but is not ar-compact. Moreover, if 0 < 01 < /? < 1 and if y ~1 satisfies ar < y < /3, then the following hold: (X, 3$~) is /3-compact and ,/3*-compact, but is neither ti-compact nor cu*-compact, and (X, F1v) is or-compact and ol*-compact, but is neither /?-compact nor j?*-compact. Similarly, if 0 < 01 < 1, then (X, Yom) is 1 *-compact but not a*-compact and is not B-compact, when 0 < ,6 < or; and (X, Yi@) is O-compact, but is not a+compact and is not p*-compact, when LY < ,8 < 1. Thus, in general, no implications exist among these various notions of compactness in L-fuzzy spaces, even when L = I.
2.3. DEFINITION. Let Q: EL and V CLx. Then % is or-centered if for al1 c 1 ,a", C, E %?, there exists x E X with C,(x) 2 a', for all k = I,..., n. Also $7 is a*-centered if for all C, ,..., C, E %?, there exists x E X with C,(x) > 01' for all h = I,..., n.
2.4. THEOREM. Let (X, T) be an L-fuzzy space. (a) (X, T) is a-compact if and only if, for every ol-centered system F of closed L-fuzzy sets in X, there exists x E X such that F(x) > 01'for all F E 9. (a*) (X, 9) is or*-compact if and only af for every c&centered system S of closed L-fuzzy sets in X, there exists x E X such that F(x) > a' for all F E F.
Proof. (a) Suppose first that 9 is an a-centered system of closed L-fuzzy sets in X such that, for each x E X, there exists FE F with F(x) < 01'. Then & = {F': F E zF} is an a-shading of X that has no finite a-subshading. In fact, if F', ,..., F', E 42, then, since 9 is or-centered, there exists x E X such that Fk(x) > a' for all k = l,..., n; henceF',(x) < 01 for all R = I,..., 12.
Conversely, suppose that @2 is an a-shading of X with no finite a-subshading. Then 9 = {U': U E @} is a collection of closed L-fuzzy subsets of X. 9 is or-centered because if U', ,..., U', ~9, then there exists x E X such that U,(x) < 01 for all K = I,..., n, and hence U',(x) 3 01' for all k = l,..., n. But, for each x E X, there is U E 92 with U(x) > (II, hence U' E g and u'(x) < 01'.
The proof of assertion (a*) is similar and is omitted. If the closure of an L-fuzzy set in an L-fuzzy space is defined in the natural way (see [6] ), we have at once: 2.5. COROLLARY. Let (X, 9) be an L-fuzzy space. (a) (X, 9) is a-compact if and only if, for every a-centered system %' of L-fuzzy sets in X, there exists x E X such that C(x) > 01' for all C E V. (a*) (X, F) is a*-compact if and only if, for every (II* -centered system V of L-fuzzy sets in X, there exists x E X such that C(x) > 01' for all C E %.
2.6. THEOREM. Let F be a closed crisp subset of the L-fuzzy space (X, .7). (ti) If X is or-compact, then F is or-compact as a subspace of X. (a*) If X is 01*-compact, then F is &compact as a subspace of X.
Proof. (a) Let 9 be an a-shading of F, and let 'f . = (V E f: V 1 F E @}. Then I u {F') is an or-shading of X, so V U {F'} has a finite ar-subshading (VI ,..., 1;-% , F'}. But then (V, \ F ,..., V, ) F) is a finite a-subshading of %. The proof of (a*) is similar.
DEFINITION.
An L-fuzzy space (X, 7) will be called Hausdorff if x, F E X and x + y imply that there exist U, V E r with U(x) = V(y) = 1 and u A L' = 0.
THEOREM.
Let S be a crisp subspace of a HausdorfJL-fuzzy space (X, T). Proof.
(cv,) Let x E X\S. We will show that there exists U E 3-with U(x) =l and U < S'. Indeed, for each y E S, we can find U, , V, E r with U,(x) == V,(y) = 1 and U, A V, = 0. Thus (V, j S: y E S) is an or-shading of S, so it has a finite or-subshading {Vvl 1 S,..., Vg, ( S}. Let U = Ug, A *.. A Ug,. Then U(x) = 1 and UA (Vvl v *.. v Vv,) = 0. For each z E S, there exists a K with Vu,(z) > cz > 0, so U(z) = 0. Hence U ,< S', where S' is the characteristic function of X\S. Therefore X\S is open in X, so S is closed in X. The proof of (a*) is similar. U E q} is an or-shading of X. In fact, if x E X, then f(x) E Y, so there exists U E Q with U(f (X)) > 01, i.e., f-l(U) (x) > 01. Since X is or-compact, then f-l% has a finite @-subshading {f-l(U&.., f -'(VW)}. We claim that (U, ,..., U,> is a finite a-subshading of a. In fact, if y E Y, then y = f (x) for some x E X. There exists k so that f -'( U,) (x) > a, i.e., Uk(y) = U,(f (x)) > 01. The proof of (a*) is similar.
Remark.
It follows at once from 2.9 that a quotient space (see [S] ) of an a-compact (resp. or*-compact) L-fuzzy space is again a-compact (resp. ol*-compact).
THE FUZZY TYCHONOFF

THEOREM
First we show that the Alexander Subbase Theorem holds for ol-compact L-fuzzy spaces, where OL EL=.
GANTNER, STEINLAGE AND WARREN 3.1. THEOREM. Let Y be a subbase for the L-fuzzy topology 9 on a set X, and let (Y E La. If ~VHY or-shading of X consisting of members of 9 has a Jim'te a-s&-shading, then. (X, 9) is wcompact.
proof. We may assume that d < 1. We will say that V C Y has the ol-j&e union property (abbreviated ol-FUP) if, for any C, ,..., C, E @, there exists x E X with C,(x) v *.. v C,(X) < (Y. Then, for (Y EL", (X, 9) is a-compact if and only if no 9 C Y having the or-FUP is an or-shading of X.
NOW suppose that V C Y has the or-FUP, and let 9 = (649: V C g C 7 and 99 has the or-FUP}.
Then (F, C) is a nonempty partially ordered set that is inductive, so by Zorn's Lemma 9 has a maximal element 9. We must show that V is not an a-shading of X. Since V C 9 C Y it suffices to show that 9 is not an or-shading of X. By our assumptions on the subbase 9, no subcollection of Y that has the or-FUP can be an a-shading of X. Since 9 has the a-FUP, then 9 n 9' is a subcollection of 9' that has the ar-FUP; hence 9 n Y is not an a-shading of X. It follows that there exists p E X with V(p) < 01, for all U E .9 n 9. We will show that D(p) < ., OL, for all D E 9. In order to accomplish this, we will show that, for each D E 9, there exists 9" C 59 n Y such that D < vYD.
First we observe that Y\9 is a filter of open L-fuzzy sets relative to <. For suppose that A E Y\9, that B E 3, and that A < B. Then 9 U {A} does not have the or-FUP, by maximality of 9, so there exist Dl ,..., D, E 9 such that, foreveryxEX,(D,v...vD,vA)(x)>ar.Butthen(D,v...vD,vB)(x) > OL, for all x E X, so B $9, i.e., B E 7\9. Next, we suppose that A, B E 9\9. and the proof is complete, because each Sjkj E 9 n Y.
3.2. EXAMPLE. We will now show that the requirement in Theorem 3.1 that a E La cannot be relaxed when X is an infinite set, (Y # 1.
If 01, p EL are incomparable, then for each x E X define the functions S, , T,: X -+ L by S,(x) = ~1, T,(x) = & and S,(y) = T,(y) = 0 if y # x. Then Y = {S, , T,: x E X} is a subbase for an L-fuzzy topology on X. There are no a-shadings of X by members of Y, but {S, v T,: x G X} is an a-shading of X with no finite ol-subshading. Thus 01 E LC is necessary.
Next suppose 01 ELM but OL $La. Then there will exist two incomparable elements 8, y EL such that ,!J > 01, y > 01, and ,9 A y = 01. Let C, be the constant function on X with value /3, and for each x E X define S,: X-t L by S,(x) = /3 and S,(y) = y if y # x. Then Y = {C,} u {S,: x E X} is a subbase for an L-fuzzy topology on X. Each element of Y constitutes an a-shading of X by itself. However (S, A C,: x E X} is an a-shading of X that has no finite or-subshading. Proof. The direct implication follows from Theorem 2.9 and the fact that the projection maps no: X -+ X, are all F-continuous and onto.
To prove the converse, we apply Theorem 3.1 to the subbase Y = (w;'( U,): /3 E B and U, E Ya} of the L-fuzzy product topology T(Y) on X. We must show that every a-shading of X consisting of members of Y has a finite a-subshading, or equivalently, that no $7 C 9 having the (r-FUP is an or-shading of X. Thus, let %? C 9 have the wFUP, and for each /3 G B, let Then each 6$@ has the (r-FUP. Indeed, if A, ,..., A, E rs , then since V has the or-FUP, there exists x E X such that r;l(A,) (x) v ... v V&A,) (x) < 01. In other words, "a(x) = x, E X, and Ai v s.0 v A&,) < (Y. Therefore, for each p E B, 0& fails to be an or-shading of X0 , since X, is or-compact. It follows that, for each /3 E B, there exists p6 E X, with A(p,) < 01 for each A E CY,,. Define p = <ps: fi E B) E X, and, for each p E B, define 9ZB = {+(A): A E a,}.
Note that V = UBEB %'a . For each ,!I E B and ?T;I(A) E QZ8 we have nil(A) (p) = A(q&)) = A(p,) < 01. Therefore '3 is not an a-shading of X, and the proof is complete. We now show, via examples, how the concept of ol*-compactness behaves relative to Alexander's Subbase Theorem and product spaces. In these examples we take L = I, the ordinary unit interval.
3.5. EXAMPLE. Let X be an infinite set. For each x E X and each n E IV, we If we take LY = 1 in Example 3.6, we obtain 1 *-compact spaces X and Y such that X * Y fails to be 1 *-compact. The situation for ol-compactness and ol*-compactness, for all ti E I with 0 < 01 < 1, is taken care of by the following example.
EXAMPLE.
Let 01 E I satisfy 0 < 01 < 1. Then 01 < cN < 1, so c&J2 < a. Choose E > 0 so that c < min(*(or -&/*), alIz -a, 1 -ar1~2}, and define r = 01+ c and s = cG12 + E. We then obtain r, s E I such that a<r<s, r2 < a, Let r be the fuzzy topology on the set R of real numbers generated by {U,: p E R}. Then (II& r) is obviously both or-compact and ar*-compact because each nonzero element U of 9 satisfies 01 < U(x) for all x E R. However, X * X is neither or-compact nor or*-compact because {U, * U,: (p, q) E X x X} is both an or-shading and an or*-shading that has no finite a-subshading and no finite a*-subshading. (U, * U, has value s2 > 01 at (p, q), and value < a! elsewhere).
ONE-POINT (u-COMPACTIFICATIONS
Let (X, r) be an L-fuzzy space, let (Y EL satisfy 01 < 1, and let s, be the collection of all crisp closed subsets of X that are a-compact as subspaces of (X, Y). Choose any object w $ X, and define X* = X u {w). For each K E .YN , we define K, E LX* by
and for each U E Y C Lx, we define U, E Lx' by U*(x) = 0, if x := w,
Then we let Y*a denote the L-fuzzy topology on X* having the collection Ye =:-(U,: li ~9) u (K,,,: K E xk} as a subbase. Clearly (X, F) is a (crisp) subspace of (X", Y*,).
THEOREM.
Let 01 ELM. Using the above notation, (X", .Y*J is cL-compact. Moreover, X is dense in (X*, F*,) if and only if (X, 7) is not cY-compact.
Proof
1,et & be an a-shading of X* consisting of members of the subbase sc7, of 9-*n. There must exist a set of the form K,,, in 42; and then K,(x) = : I > a, for all x E X\K. Moreover, K is a-compact, so there exist C:, ,..., .5', E '2' such that {U, j K,..., U, 1 K} is an a-shading of K. Then { Ul ,..., L;,, , KUJ} is a finite a-subshading of G2, so (X*, .T* J is a-compact by virtue of Theorem 3.1.
If X is ol-compact, then X G xE , so the L-fuzzy set X, is open in (X*, %Y*,); the complement of X, is the crisp set X, i.e., the characteristic function of X in X*, so X is closed and therefore not dense in (X*, Y*J.
If X is not dense in (X* This implies that /I' = 1, so ,!I = 0, and it also implies that X := Kl u ... u K,, , so that X is ol-compact.
DEFINITION.
If (X, F) is an L-fuzzy space, if (Y E La, and if (X, F) is not a-compact, then the space (X*, F*J, constructed above, will be called a one-point or-compactiJcation of (X, .7).
Let (X, F) be an L-fuzzy space, and let 01 EL. If A is an L-fuzzy set in X, then supp A is the crisp subset of X defined by supp A = (x E X: A(x) > O}. W e will call (X, F) ZocaZZy cx-compact if, for each point p E X, there is an open L-fuzzy set U in (X, 9) such that U(p) = 1 and such that suppa is or-compact as a crisp subspace of X.
THEOREM.
Using the above notation, if (X, F) is locally ar-compact and Hausdorff, then (X*, F*or) is Hausdorfl, where 01 E La.
Proof. Let x, y E X and x # y. Then there exist open L-fuzzy sets U, V in (X, 9) such that U(x) = 1, V(y) = 1, and U A V = 0. Hence U,(x) = 1, V,(x) = 1, and U, A V, = 0 in (Xx, F*). Suppose now that x E X. Then there is an open L-fuzzy set U in (X, F) such that U(x) = 1 and K = supp iJ is a-compact. Then K is a closed subspace of (X, F) by Theorem 2.8, so K,E9-*ol.
Thus U,(p) = I, K,(W) = 1, and U, A K, = 0.
THE FUZZY UNIT INTERVAL AND THE FUZZY REAL LINE
6.1. DEFINITION. [3] . The fuzzy unit interval I(L) is the set of all monotonic decreasing maps A: R ---f L satisfying:
(1) h(t) = 1 for t < 0, t E R, It is easy to verify that (0, 1) (L) . is d ense in I(L) and that (0,l) (L) and R(L) are F-homeomorphic.
Hutton [3] has shown that if the order reversing involution on L is a complementation, then I(L) is compact in the sense of [l], [2] and [8] . The following more general theorem is useful because it includes the case when L = I which is not covered by Hutton's result.
6.4. DEFINITION. [2] . Let (X, 3) b e an L-fuzzy space. Then 55 C 9 is a cover iff V%F =: 1. Also, (X, F) is compact iff every cover has a finite subcover.
THEOREM.
The fuzzy unit interval is compact. Hence, if @ is a 1 *-shading of I(L) then there is some U E % such that U(X,) :=: I. Since U has the form Vi(Lai A Rbi) it follows from (1) and (2) that U := 1.
6.9. Remark. It is an open question to determine if the fuzzy unit interval is cx*-compact (0 < 01 < 1).
The fuzzy real line is not compact.
Proof.
Consider the family @ = (Ln: n is a positive integer). Since Vz==, L, -= 1, it follows that % is an open covering of 5$(L). To see that % has no finite subcovering, let Qf be a finite subfamily of a. Select the largest integer m such that L,, E a+. Let /3: IR + L be defined by /l(t) = 1 if t < m + 1 and /3(t) = 0 if t > m + 1. Then L&3) = 0 for each L, E %Y+. 6 .11. THEOREM. The fuzzy real li~ is not or-compact when a ELc\{I}.
Proof. Since 
